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 ALISON PEARLMAN

 (cfc Space Out of Sync: The New
 Chinatown Barbershop

 Can an art venue play a memorable and significant cultural
 role if what it is, and stands for, is elusive? In Los Angeles, the New
 Chinatown Barbershop under managing artist Annie See-On Shaw
 was just such an art world anomaly. With the neighborhood around
 it gentrifying at a gallop, and conventional art galleries proliferating,
 the New Chinatown Barbershop successfully avoided a recognizable
 identity for five consecutive years.
 On August 14, 2005, we regulars gathered for her Barbershop's clos-

 ing event. To facilitate an auspicious transition to a new phase, after
 its long maverick history, Shaw had been soliciting proposals for put-
 ting her shape-shifting space to future uses. Her search for a worthy
 successor now culminated in this final performance.
 Business Proposals and the Art of Real Estate had been designed

 with tongue firmly planted in cheek. The event announcement had
 forewarned that four out of the five finalists' presentations would be
 ironic. And yet, the choice of a winner would be entirely serious.
 Shaw had selected the one earnest proposal in advance. Although we
 understood that the contest decision had been predetermined, we
 had not yet been told what it was. We knew only that Shaw planned
 to collaborate in the months to follow in actually launching the
 winner's vision. While Shaw still held the lease, she would hand over
 the Barbershop keys to the new person or company under the guise
 of this final piece of performance art. There was a true possibility
 that the landlord would accept the chosen "business proposal"; so
 Shaw's final vision for the Barbershop could become a lasting reality.
 By collapsing life and art, Business Proposals promised to install

 Shaw in proprietary control over a space she didn't own. Her goal,
 however, wasn't simply to lay claim. Shaw was realistic about the
 Barbershop's eventual transformation into something beyond her
 control. As she perched on the stool across from me at my university's
 Panda Express - one of this Chinese native's admitted fast-food
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 favorites - Shaw was philosophical, in fact, about the need for all
 spaces, like tastes, to evolve. What mattered at the Barbershop, how-
 ever, was timing. Giving up her power to determine what happened
 to the space before she absolutely had to would have weakened the
 integrity of all that she had cultivated there.

 Between 2000 and 2005, the New Chinatown Barbershop defied
 the course of change in Los Angeles's Chinatown. Shaw had kept
 it out of sync with the major transformations occurring in the
 neighborhood's urban landscape.

 Since 1998, former Chinatown businesses had been converting into
 art venues at a rapid rate. Three artist graduates of Pasadena's Art
 Center College of Design were the unwitting catalysts when they
 opened the China Art Objects gallery in a sliver of a space between
 Chinese-run variety stores. Tipped off by a curator friend, I visited in

 1999 and noticed three more galleries already a few doors down from
 China Art Objects. That was the first of my countless visits to the
 area's art events. I watched in the ensuing years as increasingly es-
 tablished art dealers likewise moved into buildings on or within a
 few blocks of Chungking Road.

 Although part of Chinatown's contemporary art scene, the Barber-
 shop did not follow the other venues' approach to their environment.
 Like creatures of camouflage, the majority of venues have assumed
 Chinatown's distinctive looks on the outside. The picturesque fea-
 tures of old Chungking Road have been polished up or left undisturbed:

 pagoda-style curves on ceramic-shingled rooftops,- storefronts painted

 with bright red trim and sides of yellow, white, turquoise, and green;
 the worn wooden back stairwells of a few apartments and Chinese-
 run businesses,- and one ground floor gaming parlor - all crisscrossed
 by wandering cats. Red and yellow paper lanterns strung across the
 second-storey windows add a festive glow and sense of continuity to
 the joint Saturday night gallery openings.

 But behind this front, the art world has made a mark all its own.
 Even the galleries that have kept the former businesses' names -
 not only China Art Objects but also Happy Lion and Black Dragon
 Society - are portals to another world. The new tenants have uni-
 formly turned their interiors into the "white cubes" of modern and
 contemporary art exhibition.

 The white cube is part and parcel of the established functions of
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 art galleries and museums. As art historians have long noted, its white
 paint and generic style form the optical blank slate desirable for chang-

 ing displays and commitments to unrelated artistic projects. It is a
 remarkably adaptable format. Once established in the West, it went
 global to serve the common goals of a growing network of similar art
 institutions. The white cube has the virtue of creative flexibility.
 Yet it can also be a cultural homogenizer.

 Shaw rejected this architectural formula. In fact, the interior of
 the Barbershop looked so different from the area's other art spaces
 that I came down with a case of cognitive dissonance during my first
 ventures there. It took a couple of visits to 930 Hill Street for me to
 realize that the artist who occupied it wasn't merely procrastinating
 in the whitewashing process.

 From the onset of her lease, Shaw had maintained this former
 barbershop's interior - what remained of it, anyway, after the land-
 lord asked the family of the recently deceased proprietor to clear out
 the contents. They removed things such as the barber chair and tv
 set, but left small miscellany and anything attached to walls and
 floors. On the outside, a traditional barber pole adhered to one side
 of the wall next to the awning. It was stuck still, like the inside back
 wall clock sealed in a dusty film at 11:25.

 To the archaeologist of everyday life, the six hundred-square-foot
 site was another Pompeii. The chipped white lettering on the store-
 front window still advertised "New Chinatown Barbershop," and, upon

 entering, one found a plethora of decorative and functional details to
 goad the imagination. Two widely spaced columns of usable white
 sinks stood on the right side in shallow niches between hip-high
 wooden cabinet stations. Tile-form contact sheets lined the niches
 in festive colors and patterns. Behind both sinks, a sauce-red tile.
 The central niche lacked a sink but made up for the void with a busy
 lozenge pattern in concentric layers of the red, brown, and cream hues
 celebrated in all ethnic cuisines. The gregarious tile ended abruptly
 below the countertop and above an incongruous floor of checkered
 linoleum tile in a gloomier palette of flecked rust red and kelp green.

 The interior mood swings of color and pattern were tempered by
 the cool cream consistency of no-frills built-ins. On the sinks side, a
 scalloped molding stretched over a row of practical fluorescent tubes
 and wall-to-wall mirrors. The opposite wall held three negligible shelf
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 units, three shallow tiers apiece, mounted across from the mirrors
 and linked by a chest-high ledge.

 In the spirit of economy, it appeared that the previous tenant had
 yielded to wear and tear minimally and selectively - mending the
 interior, piecemeal, over time. The floor revealed Band- Aided patch-
 up next to tolerated decay. In parts, the original layer of red-and-
 green-checkered linoleum had been allowed to sink through a layer
 of black, then gray, foundation. Elsewhere, the ground had been
 leveled with a rectangle of brown replacement flooring.

 Shaw's choice not to convert the Barbershop into a white cube sig-
 naled her appreciation of the space's past. Despite its modest size
 and decor, the New Chinatown Barbershop had been not just any
 barbershop. Over six decades, roughly since the inauguration of the
 New Chinatown area itself in 1938, the Barbershop had become a
 neighborhood institution. So had its longest-running manager. Be-
 tween the end of his service in World War II and his death in 1999,
 one Remigio Tapia ran it. Multiple generations of local Chinese-
 Americans got their first cuts and shaves there and practiced English
 with him. Like Chinatown, Mr. Tapia was a culturally versatile
 product of American immigration. He was a Mexican- American work-
 ing among Chinese-Americans who, from living in the Boyle Heights
 section of l.a., not only spoke Spanish and English, but acquired
 Yiddish as well. The Los Angeles Times published these facts from
 an interview with him in 1998. With the article "At 90, He's Still
 Making the Cut as a Barber in Chinatown" (August 23), the paper
 recognized the community value and longevity of Mr. Tapia and
 the Barbershop.

 Shaw's decision to keep the old interior also laid the foundation
 for the new interpretations of this site that she would solicit by in-
 viting various individuals and groups to respond to it artistically.
 They could address the Barbershop specifically, Chinatown at large,
 or locale-inspired themes such as tourism and memorial. Although
 each of the projects would stand alone, Shaw planned their totality
 as one extended work of site-related art. As it turned out, each project
 contributed uniquely to the whole. Each also involved some degree
 of collaboration with Shaw in one or more roles. From project to
 project, she switched hats as needed between those of curator, prepa-
 rator, artist-author, artist-collaborator, and community liaison.
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 Shaw called this meta-artwork Leefahsalung at the New Chinatown
 Barbershop. The title distinguished her Gesamtkunstwerk from the
 individual projects she hosted there and the New Chinatown Barber-
 shop as a historic space. Shaw explained the name Leefahsalung in a
 written artist statement: "The title ... is derived from deliberately
 ambiguous Chinese homophones: lee - alley, neighborhood, to man-
 age, reason, beautiful; fah - inspire, flourish, hair, floral; salung -
 salon. ..." With these definitions, she drew parallels between her
 use and the former use of the space. By using Chinese, Shaw asserted
 her desire to make bridging the art world and the local culture of
 Chinese immigrants an integral part of her work there.

 As a cultural mediator she was particularly well suited. Though
 originally from Hong Kong, Shaw received her bfa in 1999 from
 Washington University's School of Art in St. Louis. She speaks Man-
 darin, Cantonese, Shanghai dialect, and English. Multicultural and
 multilingual, Shaw was better able than other art world transplants
 to communicate with her Chinatown neighbors.

 Moreover, she cultivated a dialogue with them. Shaw consistently
 treated the curious local residents who popped into the Barbershop's
 openings with familial hospitality. Although her funky vintage dress
 spoke more International Hipsterese than anything distinctively
 Asian, her occasional breaks into a mellifluous Chinese signaled her
 welcome of the area's immigrant population.

 But that was not all she did to reach out. In addition to having
 informal conversations, keeping a mailing list, handing out event
 flyers, and soliciting memories from Mr. Tapia's family and previous
 Barbershop clients, Shaw made friends at the nearby Chinese
 Historical Society. Eugene Moy, on the Board of Directors, recalls
 Shaw's visit to the Society's Heritage Center to introduce herself and
 her project in its early stages. Moy was struck by her interest "in
 preserving the memory of a historic business." Although he clarified
 that the Society had no formal involvement with the Barbershop or
 Shaw, he hastened to say, "We consider her a friend and a member of
 the community, more so than any other artist/gallery owner." Speak-
 ing before Shaw's departure, he added: "When she has a show or event,
 we (a few of us) try to drop in." In turn, Shaw told me, she kept the
 Barbershop open the same hours as the Society on Sunday afternoons.
 She was conscious of facilitating audience crossover.
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 And yet, despite her attention to the historic site and its Chinese-
 American community, Shaw remained at odds with the locals' then -
 and still - dominant approach to Chinatown's landscape. Commu-
 nity leaders have been largely supportive of massive real estate
 development as a way to accelerate capital investment in Chinatown.
 An association of Chinatown business leaders, property owners, and
 community organizations formed a Business Improvement District
 in 2000 for this purpose. Month after month of the bid journal, at
 www.chinatownla.com, has cheered on the latest benchmarks of
 success. Major events in the heart of Chinatown include the 2003
 completion of a Metro Gold Line subway station and the develop-
 ment of a large-scale mixed-use work in progress called Blossom Plaza
 on the site of the former Little Joe's Restaurant (1898-1998!). Under
 the bid's watch, the presence of the art world, a proven gentrifying
 agent, is a welcome part of the sea change. The journal consistently
 plugs art events.

 Neighboring forces have also been powering the development surge
 in Chinatown. Since the late 1990s, revitalization schemes have been
 commandeering an expanse of territory that includes Chinatown in
 addition to the adjacent urban stretches of Little Tokyo and all over
 downtown. Waves of new building projects have been masterminded,
 implemented, and publicly supported by a powerful triumvirate of
 city planners, public and private developers, and neighborhood-level
 business associations to take advantage of the increasingly affluent
 demographics. On February 21, 2005, the Los Angeles Downtown
 News counted as many as 122 mixed-use, commercial, and residen-
 tial developments in various stages of planning and completion. New
 upscale condominium complexes continue to appear.

 Shaw's maintenance of the former Barbershop space resisted the
 overwhelming ethos of turnover. Yet her project could hardly be
 called historic preservation. Certainly, the physical continuity of the
 Barbershop was crucial to the Leefahsalung. Out of respect for the
 space's history, Shaw made a rule of throwing nothing away. But
 to accommodate creative range in the projects she chose to install,
 Shaw opted for a flexible approach to the space. Her interventions
 would have made a strict preservationist's stomach turn. As the
 various projects required, she built temporary walls and added fur-
 nishings. Keeping unused items in storage, she selectively rotated
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 a core family of fixtures and objects for each new production.
 When first prepping it for the Leefahsalung, she even took a little

 theatrical license with the interior's foundation. In addition to prac-
 tical and cosmetic changes desired by the landlord, such as fixing
 water damage and removing darkened smoke stains, Shaw repainted
 the walls in the main space mint green and in the back bathroom
 pink. This scheme broke the rules of historic preservation and white-
 cube conversion equally. Shaw says the colors were inspired by her
 personal poetic associations of the space with the quirky neighbor-
 hood dives and small apartments featured in such films as Wong
 Kar-Wai's Chungking Express (1994) and Happy Together (1997).

 Taking her cue from the contours of smoke stains left on the walls
 by the previous tenant, Shaw restored mirrors to the Barbershop in
 the form of wall-to-wall sections that one tended to assume had been

 there all along. In the process, Shaw knowingly selected a more ver-
 satile, if less authentic, rectangular variety, instead of the circular
 kind indicated by the smoke stains' curved outlines.

 Shaw then saw fit to add furniture consistent with a barbershop or
 salon. One year after her opening, she brought in a barber chair from
 a salvage yard in the nearby neighborhood of Silver Lake. The green
 base coordinated with her wall paint. That Shaw added the barber
 chair to give the place a greater sense of authenticity was deliber-
 ately ironic.

 So the Leefahsalung was a work neither of transformation nor of
 preservation. Shaw's combination of archeological reverence and cre-
 ative license kept the Barbershop in what can best be described as a
 liminal condition. Her unusual mixture of approaches fit the main
 criteria of liminality as the term is broadly used in the humanities
 today. First, she kept the Barbershop betwixt two more established
 modalities - preservation and transformation - and this in-between
 position produced ambiguity in the place's identity. None of the com-
 mon organizational classifications applied to the Leefahsalung. Shaw's
 use of the space worked against art world business-as-usual. Also,
 Shaw's role at the Barbershop exhibited little parallel to the divisions
 of labor found in most commercial or nonprofit art institutions. Even
 in the small ones where the staff dons multiple hats, one would be
 hard pressed to find a curator acting also as an artistic collaborator in
 a series of continually changing capacities.
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 As to fulfilling the second main criterion of liminality, the
 Barbershop's suspended state was a phase with a foreseeable end. Shaw
 once explained to me that, from the outset, she envisioned her project
 as temporary. She just didn't know exactly how temporary. Our con-
 versation took place many months before she knew the date of her
 closing. Only in late spring of 2005, when she accepted an offer to
 attend the mfa program at Columbia University, did it become clear
 that her project wouldn't continue beyond that August.

 As a phase, the Leefahsalung suspended not only institutional iden-
 tity but also time. By being betwixt preservation and transformation
 for the length of the Leefahsalung, the Barbershop literally hovered
 between temporal stages in its history. Shaw's suspension of time
 had ideological implications. The Leefahsalung remained unconven-
 tionally between loyalties to the values of continuity and change.

 Finally, its suspension of normal identities, and of time, prepared
 the way for creative originality. Indeed, while the Leefahsalung lasted,

 its altogether seventeen project series variously and imaginatively
 addressed what was fundamentally at stake in the space's suspen-
 sion: memory and identity of place. The projects also perpetuated
 the space's liminality by consistently and simultaneously exploring
 the site's history and theatrical potential.

 Before I describe the genre-bending proceedings of the Barbershop's
 closing event, and before you can appreciate why they unfolded as
 they did, I must prepare the ground by sketching in a few of the memo-

 rable uses to which the space had been put since its inception.
 Emily Sevier's Postal Coastal Horse Race (October 27-November

 25, 2001) exploited the significance of one of the Barbershop's sal-
 vaged remains. The artist was inspired by a betting slip that Shaw
 had found when first moving in. Along with accounts Shaw heard
 from local residents, the slip indicated that the Barbershop was not
 only where men got haircuts but also where they bet on the races.
 Shaw had kept it in one of the Barbershop cabinets for the surprise
 discovery of curious visitors and the inspiration of future artists.

 Sevier took it as the point of departure for a new game. The San
 Francisco-based artist sent out 475 postcard "horses" earlier in the
 month of her exhibition opening to citizens of San Francisco acting
 as "jockeys." They prepped their postcard horses according to in-
 structions included with the postcard and sent them via United States
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 Postal Service to the Barbershop. The winner was the first horse to
 arrive with the earliest postmark.

 For the exhibition, the paper horses hung in order of arrival from
 the Barbershop ceiling. A shin-high white picket fence installed on
 the floor below effectively divided the small space between the show's
 audience and the theater of racehorses. The walls were decked out

 with applied thematic graphics for which Shaw had temporarily re-
 moved the mirrors. The Barbershop's shelf units, draped in strings of
 carnations, displayed the winner's trophy and the second- and third-
 place winners' ribbons. If you had attended the opening, you too could
 have gotten a piece of the action. You could have bet on a horse's
 number using one of the provided forms.

 The salvaged remains of a betting slip thus became a reminder of
 one of the Barbershop's past bonding devices. At the same time, it
 served as a point of connection for the Barbershop's more recent au-
 diences: from Sevier's friends in San Francisco to Shaw's regularly
 mixed and growing audience of artists, art tourists, curious strag-
 glers, and Chinatown locals both in and outside of the art scene.

 Jane Mulfinger's The Fictive City and Its Real Estate : The Tale of
 the Transcontinental Railroad (May 15-July 25, 2004) explored the
 power of maps to show relationships among places and periods.
 Mulfinger researched the history of Chinatown's changing bound-
 aries and noted the important role played by railroad construction in
 those reconfigurations. She wanted to highlight the connection, no
 longer visible in the physical landscape, between the history of rail-
 road construction in Chinatown and the evolution of Chinatown

 itself. So-called New Chinatown, re-christened Old Chinatown in
 the 1990s, was established in 1938, after the elimination of the pre-
 viously named Old Chinatown, east of Alameda Street, to make way
 for Union Station. In another ironic reversal, New Chinatown was
 situated on land that previously had been a railroad repair yard.

 Inside the Barbershop, Mulfinger exhibited glass etchings of old
 maps drawn from her research into the archives of the Chinese
 Historical Society. She also displayed an installation of model trains
 on tracks and a video showing the journey that one toy train made
 and reenacted for the opening-day performance.

 Mulfinger and a group of participants repeated a deliberately im-
 practical act that was likely to attract attention. They put down and
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 picked up toy train tracks, over and over, zigzagging throughout the
 actual streets connecting the two historical Chinatowns. Mulfinger
 radio-controlled a toy train to move over the tracks. They started
 from Union Station - where Eugene Moy of the Chinese Historical
 Society inaugurated the journey in the manner of a toast - and ended
 up over the threshold of the Barbershop. Followers of the performance
 as well as visitors to the Barbershop could get a map pointing out and
 offering thumbnail histories of a variety of sites in Chinatown that
 passed along the route of the train. Mulfinger chose the locations to
 represent different phases of transformation.

 The performance engaged people in the neighborhood. I followed
 it on the opening day and noted that the curiosity of a group of people

 moving a toy train through the streets inspired impromptu conver-
 sations. These encounters spread awareness of the event and its map-
 ping activity in a socially unpredictable, playful, and inclusive way.

 In the process, the performance acted as a kind of four-dimensional
 map. It unfolded over space and pointed out layers of time. Among
 the project's revelations was the Barbershop's own parallel to the his-
 tory Mulfinger traced. The storefront's origins roughly coincided with

 the 1938 inauguration of New Chinatown; so the train's journey from
 Union Station to the Barbershop symbolically linked the establish-
 ment of Union Station with the origins of New Chinatown.

 While many Leefahsalung projects, including Mulfinger's, aimed
 to recover memory of the Barbershop and Chinatown, other under-
 takings at the Barbershop focused on the problematics of memorial
 and identification. The Landmark Photo Salon (July 7 - September
 20, 2002) cast a critical eye on landmarks and landmark photographs.
 Shaw collaborated with four artists who created backdrops of made-
 up landmarks. Shaw and four other artists photographed visitors in
 front of the landmarks in commercial-studio style. Visitors could
 choose from a price list showing different standard photo sizes with
 catchy phrase names: "Send a Postcard" (4x6 in.), $3; "For Their
 Wallets" (1.5 X 2 in.), $4 set of 4; "For Your Mom" (5x7 in.), $5,-
 "Precious Moment" (8 x 10 in.), $8; "Tourist Group Special," $1 off;
 and "Grand Opening Special," $1 off.

 The exhibition established immediately upon entry that it would
 be treating the definition of landmarks and the conventions of land-
 mark photos with a considerable grain of salt. Artist Wendy Heldmann
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 had covered the Barbershop's exterior awning with her anti-landmark
 extraordinaire : a sign proclaiming, in Chinese and English, " You Are
 Here." The other contributors followed suit with equally unconven-
 tional sights.

 Andre Yi's Chinatownland sign turned out to be an exceptionally
 memorable example. In a vacant lot a couple of doors down from the
 Barbershop stood the metal-mounted, human-sized C-H-I-N-A-
 T-O-W-N-L-A-N-D letters in the same white, blocky font as the
 famed Hollywood, formerly Hollywoodland, sign. Yi's creation of
 one landmark through reference to another set up unusual terms of
 symbolism for a landmark. Rather than proclaiming one place's
 uniqueness, it stressed the connection between two places. It called
 attention to the historic representation of Chinatown elsewhere, in
 the Hollywood film industry. It is well known that Hollywood's
 mythic and mystifying representations of Chinatown have prompted
 and guided tourist encounter with the area throughout the history of
 Chinatown and Hollywood.

 Yi's doubled landmark also suggested that, while landmarks and
 our photos of them claim the uniqueness of a place and our being
 there, they also counteract site-specificity. Generic formats such as
 signs and plaques and the standard response of photographing our-
 selves in front of them work to homogenize the experience and
 memory of place.

 The greatest irony of the Chinatownland sign, however, is that it
 became a landmark in its own right. Who knows how much longer it
 will remain, but it does still stand four years after the exhibition.
 When the sign was erected, the artist had reached an agreement with
 the owner to leave the sign in exchange for cutting the grass per city
 code. But the fate of Chinatownland is not as stable as it looks. Un-

 like the Hollywood sign, it is not a protected landmark. Instead it
 is subject to the caprices of the lot's owner, who may at any point
 decide to sell or redevelop the lot on which it stands. Most people
 who have grown accustomed to Yi's sign, or tourists who encounter
 it for the first time, tend to assume it is a fact of the landscape. They
 don't know of its origins as an artwork by Yi or the true precarious-
 ness of its existence.

 As an assumed landmark, Yi's sign is regularly reproduced in a
 variety of media. Tourists have posted their photos of it on the
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 Internet. Try Google-ing Chinatownland. In the mix, you may also
 find that the sign has inspired other artistic representations. Artist
 Todd Hebert immortalized it in a series of paintings and works on
 paper he based on the sign from 2003 and 2004. In print, I recall a
 reproduction in the summer 2005 issue of Vice magazine's Guide to
 L.A. A picture of the sign headed off the magazine's list of recom-
 mended things to do in the city. What was remarkable in this in-
 stance was that the sign wasn't being used to represent anything
 Chinatown-specific. As a symbol, it had reached the exalted level of
 synecdoche. Until then, only an older landmark like the Hollywood
 sign could stand for Los Angeles as a whole.

 The continued presence of Yi's work as a landmark with a life of
 its own inspires a variety questions: What gives landmarks their au-
 thoritativeness? Is it aesthetics? Symbolism? Endurance? The after-
 life of Yi's work in the work of other artists, journalists, and tourists
 certainly gives credence to the theory that repeated exposure is an
 effective means of legitimization.

 Endurance turns out to have also played a key role in making the
 Leefahsalung significant. The liminality Shaw maintained through
 the various projects' combination of art and archaeology would not
 have been worth writing about if she had not prolonged the Barbershop's
 space out of sync for as long as she feasibly could, and just long enough
 to cultivate a new social network around a common interest in this

 historic site. It managed uniquely to connect present-day Chinatown
 populations of art world transplants and Chinese immigrants to each
 other and to Chinatown's past.

 Over the years, I have seen this mixed audience regularly at the
 openings. The same diverse crowd appeared on the day of the closing,
 eager to find out which proposal was serious. It could not have been
 Mail Order Bride by Reanne Estrada and Jennifer Wafford, although
 their twin pink suits and uproarious multimedia presentation were
 winning. Hysterically upbeat in pancake makeup, they catalogued
 an impossibly extensive range of professional bridesmaid rental ser-
 vices and asserted their dedication to being " Always a Bridesmaid,
 Never a Bride." Steve Wong's East West Adventures was even more
 unlikely. His company planned to shuttle tourists from Shanghai to
 the Barbershop in the shortest time ever, cutting the current flight
 average from fifteen hours down to 42.23 minutes. Special space suits
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 and a pioneering route through the earth's core would do the job.
 We also evaluated Florence Pontaoe's impractical Studfinder, an
 experimental nail salon that would raise money for arts organiza-
 tions despite enormous discounts. Bill Wheelock followed with a
 presentation on Leading Brand Industries, offering a way to opti-
 mize cooperation between art and business. It identified itself as a
 competitor to artist and real estate agent Max Kuo's Avant-Gentry
 Consultants. Kuo had kicked off the Business Proposals project
 earlier in the month with a jargon-filled, tongue-in-cheek PowerPoint
 in which he evangelistically unveiled what he conceived as the ulti-
 mate model of synergy between art and business.

 The world satirically envisioned by Avant-Gentry Consultants and
 Leading Brand Industries was not far from reality. Business and
 bohemia have been cooperating. Still, we recognized the real proposal
 as soon as we heard it. It was Slanguage, a not-for-profit youth-
 focused community arts center with a branch already established in
 Wilmington, California. Founders Mario Ybarra Jr. and Karla Diaz
 proposed to use the space in accordance with their center in Wilmington
 as a free art workshop for youth and as a forum for visiting artists
 and writers to exhibit art and conduct lectures and seminars. Fur-

 ther, they would leave the space as is and return it to a working
 barbershop as a way to employ and serve young artists and people
 in Chinatown and the larger l.a. area with haircut ting and styling.
 To the barbershop they would add an outdoor stand for shoeshine
 and sneaker cleaning services. Shaw chose Slanguage because it
 promised to continue the fundamentals of her liminal approach:
 honoring the space's past through a combination of archaeological
 preservation and imaginative performance.

 Amid champagne, cake, and applause, Shaw gave a speech and many
 thanks to her Barbershop regulars and contributors. Then, comic to
 the end, Shaw handed over an ornately embellished, three-foot plastic
 gold key to the members of Slanguage. To my mind, however, the
 event had not reached a satisfying closure until one final ritual had
 been performed. Bringing socket and plug together, Shaw and
 Slanguage restarted the Barbershop's back wall clock. Shaw had left
 it unplugged for all of five years. From right where it left off, the
 second hand began to move.
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